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About This Game

Do you want to be the next business tycoon, corporate CEO, or social entrepreneur? Well, it all starts right here. GoVenture
Micro Business puts you in the role of the owner of a mobile business cart, where you must decide what products to sell and

where and when to sell them in order to maximize profits and keep your customers happy. Experience everything you need to
know about the basics of starting and running a business. This is your first step to being your own boss.

Easy to play but challenging, fun, and educational for all ages.

Watch the video to find out more.

 Includes Steam Trading Cards, Badges, Emoticons, Profile Backgrounds
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 PC and MAC

 Single Player - competing against 2 computer players

 6 Product Types: Ice Cream, Popcorn, Hot Dogs, Clothing, Jewelry, Electronics

 Start and run any number of businesses (each business is a separate simulation that you can play)

 Save and resume your progress at any time

 Internet is NOT required to play

 It's fun to play plus you learn about business and entrepreneurship

Watch the video to find out more.
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Title: GoVenture MICRO BUSINESS
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
MediaSpark
Publisher:
MediaSpark
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2016
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it's quite an entertaining game, though the game doesn't have lot's of detail or a challenge to it it's still fun. please update the
game though. Steam give my money back :(. Very boring and you can't really lose. I have a love for business management
games, when i backed this game on greenlight, i thought that it will offer some sort of progression system, it turned out to be
nothing but a "cart" selling game and no progression!!

After playing for 2 hours, i can say that there is no progression system what so ever. With all the detailed business modules and
balance sheets and business plans, i 1st thought that i will end up having a huge business company and be able to sell different
product and not just one.

Yet the only thing you end up doing is moving your cart around and refilling your stocks without any sense of progression,
competition, or challenge.

What a disappointment!. Steam give my money back :(. Very similar to the old school Lemonade Stand games, with a polished
twist. Game seems to have little in the way of developing and upgrading your company, so I feel like I have experienced the
whole game in less than 30 minutes. Hoping the game might be expanded a lot in the future.
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